1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Public transportation serves an important role in moving large numbers of commuters, especially in large cities. Transit performance is an important determinant of ridership, and transit services that offer short and reliable waiting times for commuters offer a competitive alternative to driving, which contributes to reduced congestion and improved quality of life. Crowding is a major challenge for public transit systems all over the world, because it increases waiting times and travel times and decreases operating speeds, reliability, and passenger comfort ([@b0170]). Studies show that crowding in public transit increases anxiety, stress, and feelings of invasion of privacy for passengers ([@b0105]). The COVID-19 pandemic has also highlighted the public health risks associated with passenger crowding in transit vehicles. Although transit ridership dropped precipitously during the pandemic in cities around the world, concerns about crowding on transit continue as economies re-open, commuters return to work, and agencies plan for the future.

When overcrowded, commuters may not be able to board on the first train or bus that arrives. These commuters are left behind the vehicle that wished to board, and their number is directly related to various basic performance measures of public transportation systems related to the user's experience, including service quality and reliability.

The Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM) establishes some guidelines for measuring the quality of service to track passenger related metrics ([@b0080]). It states that crowding affects several aspects of transit availability and all the elements of comfort and convenience related to the quality of service. The indicators of availability as presented on the TCQSM are frequency, service span, and access. Crowding causes vehicles to operate more slowly or passengers to be left behind at stations and stops, resulting in an effective reduction in service frequency for users. This limits the availability of transit service for users compared to the same uncrowded system. Access is also affected by crowding if users are unable to enter a station or board a vehicle due to the conditions ([@b0080]). The effects of crowding on public transport using data from a stated preference survey are investigated by [@b0005].

The indicators of comfort and convenience as defined by TCQSM are passenger load, reliability, and travel time. More crowded vehicles increase the likelihood of passengers having to stand or squeeze with other passengers, which deteriorates the quality of the passenger experience. Evidence has shown that the users perceive waiting times and travel times to be longer in crowded conditions than in uncrowded conditions due to this discomfort ([@b0050]). Likewise, crowding contributes to diminished reliability regarding on-time performance and consistent headways, because boarding and alighting are delayed when there are many people in vehicles and at stations ([@b0015]). Another consequence for reliability is that left-behind passengers wait on the platform for at least one extra headway if they are unable to board the first vehicle that arrives, which causes travel delays. Finally, actual travel times are also increased by crowding due to longer dwell times and inconsistent headways.

Most of the literature on crowding has focused on passenger discomfort. Several demand models include crowding as a parameter, and it has been shown that waiting and in-vehicle travel time savings are inversely proportional to the number of people in the platform or vehicles ([@b0040]). This is the basis for estimating the crowding externality or crowding cost ([@b0085]). Many studies have investigated the value of crowding from the perspective of the user, in terms of value of time and willingness to pay an extra fee to avoid crowding ([@b0095], [@b0060], [@b0065], [@b0070]). Furthermore, various studies have aimed to determine the effect that crowding has on passengers' travel decisions and path choice ([@b0140]). For instance, research that has been completed in Seoul, South Korea, suggests that crowding affects the path choice in networks that are large and connected enough to offer multiple path choices to users between origin--destination pairs ([@b0075]).

To date, most studies that infer travel patterns of transit system users are developed using farecard data from transit systems that require passengers to tap in and tap out for zone-based fare collection ([@b0110]). Such systems give exact information about arrivals, departures, and travel times of passengers in the system. [@b0135] presents the various uses of smartcard technology. Most existing studies to detect left-behind passengers have been conducted with data from the London Underground, which offers both tap-in and tap-out information ([@b0190]). A recent study on estimating left-behind passengers uses Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) and Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems in order to define a measure of cumulative transit vehicle capacity shortage ([@b0130]). This measure is proven to be correlated with the number of left behind passengers. Manual counts from video feeds were used to calibrate the model. The results indicate that the model performs better in very crowded conditions. This study can only be implemented with tap-in only systems. A detailed table with comparison between existing methods for estimating left-behind passengers is included in [@b0115].

Given the importance of crowding in public transportation systems on passengers and agencies, there is a need for methods to measure the numbers of people in crowded transit systems. This study focuses on the specific problem of measuring the number of passengers that are left behind on subway platforms when trains are too crowded to board. Currently, systems like the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) in Boston, Massachusetts, rely on manual counts to measure left-behind passengers, but this is a costly process that is not undertaken on a regular basis. An automated method for estimating the number of left-behind passengers will allow public transportation agencies to monitor overcrowding in a systematic way. This will not only allow agencies to identify the locations, times, and magnitude of the problem but also to plan appropriate service improvements where passenger experience is most impacted.

The methodology presented here addresses the challenging case of a system with flat fares in which passengers' farecards are only used upon station entry (e.g., Boston, New York, Chicago), thus their flows inside the system can only be inferred through modeling based on assumptions. Focused data collection at MBTA stations was performed to investigate the use of emerging technologies for estimating the number of left-behind passengers by processing video feeds from surveillance cameras in transit stations. Models that account for both transit operation and demand are developed. These models are evaluated and used to estimate the distribution of passengers' actual waiting times in Boston's transit system. This is important for tracking the percent of users waiting less than a scheduled headway to board a train, which is the relevant service reliability metric used by the MBTA.

The paper is organized as follows. First, a review of digital image processing technologies for counting people in videos is presented. Second, the general framework of the proposed methodology is explained. Third, a method for modeling crowding at transit stations by making use of available data sources is described in order to identify suitable locations to test the proposed passenger counting method. Fourth, the types of data that need to be manually collected to train and validate the proposed model are presented. Fifth, the application of the digital image processing techniques to detect left-behind passengers are described. Sixth, the proposed data collection and modeling method is developed and validated to estimate the number of passengers that are left behind when trains are too crowded to board. Finally, a discussion of results and conclusions reveals the potential of this technique to be used to automatically quantify the numbers of left-behind passengers in transit systems where farecard data is only collected upon station entry.

2. Digital image processing for object detection {#s0010}
================================================

There are a number of technologies that can be used to observe, count, and track pedestrians and pedestrian movements in an area. Digital image processing for object detection is an appealing approach for transit systems because surveillance videos are already being recorded in transit stations for safety and security purposes. The video feed records passenger positions and movements in the same way that a person would observe them, as opposed to infrared or wireless signal detectors that merely detect the movement of a person past a point or their proximity to a detector. The detection of objects in surveillance videos is an invaluable tool for passenger counting and has numerous applications. For example, object detection can be used for passenger counting or tracking, recognizing crowding, and hazardous object recognition. In a relevant application, [@b0175] uses image processing techniques to detect potentially dangerous situations in railway systems. Computer vision is the duplicate of human vision aiming to electronically perceive, understand and store information extracted from one or more images ([@b0165]).

There are various techniques to use computers to process an image for object detection by extracting useful information. Recent methods use feature-based techniques rather than segmentation of a moving foreground from a static background, which was used in the past. Then, the detected features are extracted and classified, typically using either boosted classifiers or Support Vector Machine (SVM) methods ([@b0180], [@b0020]). SVM is one of the most popular methods used in object detection algorithms and especially passenger counting, because it offers a method to estimate a hyperplane that splits feature vectors extracted from pedestrians and other samples ([@b0020]), differentiating pedestrians from other unwanted features. Boosting uses a sequence of algorithms to weight weak classifiers and combine them to form a strong hypothesis when training the algorithm to attain accurate detection ([@b0185]). Current methods for object detection take a classifier for an object and evaluate it at several locations and scales in a test image, which is time-consuming and creates numerous computational instabilities at large scales ([@b0030]).

The most recent methods, such as Region Based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN), use another method to decrease the region over which the classifier runs and includes the SVM. First, category-independent regions are proposed to generate potential bounding boxes. Second, the classifier runs and extracts a fixed-length feature vector for each of the proposed regions. Finally, the bounding boxes are refined by the elimination of duplicate detections and rescoring the boxes based on other objects on the scene using SVMs ([@b0055]). The bounding box is a rectangular box located around the objects in order to represent their detection ([@b0025], [@b0090]). The resulting object detection datasets are images with tags used to classify different categories ([@b0035], [@b0045]).

An open-source software tool called You Only Look Once (YOLO) uses a different method than the above-mentioned techniques for object detection. It generates a single regression problem to estimate bounding box coordinates and class probabilities simultaneously by using a single convolutional network that predicts multiple bounding boxes and class probabilities for these boxes ([@b0145], [@b0150]). Another advantage of YOLO is that, unlike other techniques such as SVMs, it sees the entire image globally instead of sections of the image. This feature enables YOLO to implicitly transform contextual information to the code about classes and their appearance and at the same time makes YOLO more accurate, making fewer than half the number of errors compared to Fast R-CNN ([@b0150]). YOLO uses parameters for object detection that are acquired from a training dataset. YOLO can learn and detect generalizable representations of objects, outperforming other detection methods, including R-CNN. The ability to train YOLO on images has the potential to directly optimize the detection performance and increase the bounding box probabilities ([@b0150]).

The calibration of parameters for object detection using an algorithm like YOLO requires training datasets with a large number of tagged images. Although a custom training set that is specific to the context of application (e.g., MBTA transit stations) would be desirable for achieving the most accurate object detection outcomes, it is very costly to create a large tagged training set from scratch. The Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset is a large-scale object detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset that is freely available to provide default parameter values for YOLO. The COCO dataset is not specific to passengers or transit stations, but it is a general dataset that includes 328,000 images, 2.5 million tagged objects and 91 object types, including "person" ([@b0100]). Nevertheless, the tool is effective for identifying individual people in camera feeds, and the use of general training data allows the same tool to be applied in other contexts without requiring additional training data.

3. Methodology {#s0015}
==============

The proposed methodology aims to estimate the number of left behind passengers at a transit station when trains are too crowded to board. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} presents a flowchart of the data and methods used in this study in order to provide a roadmap for the analysis described in this paper. The methods rely heavily on two data sources that are automatically collected and recorded (shown in blue): train tracking records that indicate train locations over time, and surveillance video feeds. Additional archived data on inferred travel patterns from farecard records is used only to identify the most crowded parts of the system (shown in purple), and manual counts are used to estimate and validate models (shown in red). For model implementation, the proposed models require only the automatically collected input data.Fig. 1Flowchart of proposed methodology.

3.1. Identification of study locations and times {#s0020}
------------------------------------------------

The first step of the analysis presented in this paper is to identify the stations and times of day when crowding is most likely to cause passengers to be left behind on the platform. This analysis is used only for determining where to collect data to demonstrate the implementation of the proposed model. This step could be skipped for cases in which the locations for implementation are already known.

The identification of study sites involves a crowding analysis that makes use of two data sources: train tracking records, which denote the locations of trains over time; and Origin--Destination-Transfer (ODX) passenger flows, which are inferred from passenger farecard data. Peaks in train occupancy and numbers of boarding passengers show where and when passengers are most likely to be left behind, as described in Section [4.1](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}. Then, Section [4.2](#s0055){ref-type="sec"} describes an analysis of surveillance camera views to determine which stations have unobstructed platform views and station geometry that allows the automated video analysis techniques to be used to count passengers.

3.2. Automated dwell time estimation {#s0025}
------------------------------------

Train tracking data, which includes the time each train enters a track circuit, is automatically recorded into the MBTA Research Database. By comparing this data against manual observations of the times that train doors open and close in the station, a linear regression model is estimated to predict dwell time from the train tracking records, as described in Section [5.1](#s0065){ref-type="sec"}. This model is used to obtain automated dwell time estimates as inputs to the model of left behind passengers.

3.3. Automated passenger counts from video {#s0030}
------------------------------------------

Automated counts of the number of passengers on each station platform are obtained using YOLO, an automated image detection algorithm. The parameters of the algorithm are associated with the freely-available COCO training dataset, as described in Section [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}. The threshold for object identification is calibrated, as described in Section [6.1](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}, by applying the algorithm to the surveillance video feed and comparing with manual counts of the passengers remaining on the platform after the doors have closed (Section [5.2](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}) and the passengers entering and exiting the platform (Section [5.3](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}). With the parameter values and calibrated threshold, YOLO produces estimates of the number of passengers on the platform as a time series. The number of passengers that remain on the platform after the doors close is a raw automated passenger count, as shown in Section [6.2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}. These raw counts are not very accurate as a direct measure (Section [6.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}), but they provide a useful input for modeling the number of left behind passengers.

3.4. Model estimation and validation for left behind passengers {#s0035}
---------------------------------------------------------------

A logistic regression is used to predict the probability that a passenger is left behind on the station platform based on automated dwell time estimates and/or automated passenger counts from video. The model parameters are estimated using the manually observed counts of passengers left behind on the station platforms as the observed outcome. In this study, data collected on November 15, 2017, were used for model estimation. The diagnostics, parameters, and fit statistics are presented for three models in Section [7.1](#s0105){ref-type="sec"}.

The quality of the proposed models is evaluated through validation against manually collected counts on a different day. In this study, the estimated models are used to predict the number of left behind passengers using automated dwell time estimates and automated passenger counts on January 31, 2018. The accuracy of the model predictions is then calculated relative to manually observed passenger counts on the same day, as shown in Section [7.2](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}.

3.5. Model implementation {#s0040}
-------------------------

Implementation of the model to make ongoing estimates of the numbers of passengers left behind each departing train requires only train tracking data and surveillance video feeds as model inputs. The manual observations of door opening/closing times and the number of passengers on the platforms are used only for estimating model parameters. The models then produce predictions of the number of passengers left behind each departing train based only on data that is automatically collected. Therefore, the numbers of left behind passengers and the associated impact on the distribution of wait times experienced by passengers can be tracked as a performance measure over time. If data feeds were processed as they are recorded, it would also be possible to implement the models to make real-time predictions of the left behind passengers.

4. Identification of study sites {#s0045}
================================

To test the implementation of object detection with video in transit stations, a first step is to identify locations and times to collect video feeds as well as direct manual observations of left-behind passengers. For this study, stations were selected based on a crowding analysis and evaluation of station geometry and camera view characteristics. The goal was to identify stations with the greatest likelihood of passengers being left behind during a typical morning or afternoon rush and where object detection techniques would be most successful. The analysis focused on the Orange Line, which is 11 miles long with 20 stations. Oak Grove and Forest Hills are the northern and southern end stations, respectively. There are two main reasons for choosing this specific line. First and most important, it has no branch lines, so all travelers can reach their destination by boarding the next available train. This simplifies the identification of left-behind passengers. Second, it passes through several transfer stations in the center of Boston, which highlights its significance for passengers' daily commuting.

4.1. Crowding analysis {#s0050}
----------------------

A crowding analysis is a necessary step to identify the times and stations where crowding is observed and left behinds have the highest probability of occurring. The data used in this part of the analysis have been extracted from the Rail Flow database in the MBTA Research and Analytics Platform. The Rail Flow dataset includes aggregated boarding and alighting counts by time of day with 15-min temporal resolution averaged across all days in a calendar quarter. An example is given in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} for 5:15--5:30 pm in Winter 2017. These data are derived from the Origin--Destination-Transfer (ODX) model, which makes use of AFC and AVL systems to infer the flow of passengers within the subway ([@b0160]).Fig. 2Passenger movements for northbound Orange Line, 5:15--5:30 pm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The ODX model identifies records from AFC that can be linked in order to infer transfers or return trip patterns. For example, a passenger using a Charlie Card (MBTA's farecard) to enter a rail station and later board a bus near a different rail station can be assumed to have used the rail system and then transferred to the bus. Another passenger who enters one rail station in the morning and enters a different rail station in the afternoon may be completing a round-trip commute, so the destination of the morning and afternoon trips can be inferred by linking the two trips. Some trip origins and/or destinations cannot be inferred, for example if the fare is paid with cash or the trip has only one farecard transaction. For more details about the ODX model, the reader is referred to [@b0160], where the model's application inferred the origins of 98% and the destinations of 73% of the total number of fare transactions.

For the crowding analysis in this paper, cumulative counts of passengers boarding and alighting at each station have been created along the direction of train travel using the aggregated railflow data. For a 15-min time period, $B(n,t)$ is the cumulative count of all passengers that board trains in the direction of interest at stations preceding and including station *n* during time interval *t*. Similarly, $A(n,t)$, is the cumulative count of passengers that are assumed to have exited trains traveling in the direction of interest at stations preceding and including station *n* during time interval *t*. It should always be true that $A(n,t) \leqslant B(n,t)$, because passengers can only alight a train after boarding it.

The difference between the cumulative boardings, $B(n,t)$, and alightings, $A(n,t)$, is the estimated passenger flow, $Q(n,t)$, between station *n* and $n + 1$ during each 15-min time period.$$Q(n,t) = B(n,t) - A(n,t)$$This calculation is approximate, because cumulative counts are calculated for a single 15-min time period, and real trains take more than 15 min to traverse the length of a line.

To calculate the number of passengers per train, the passenger flow per time period must be converted to passenger occupancy, $O(n,t)$ (passengers/train), which is calculated by multiplying the passenger flow by the scheduled headway of trains, $h(t)$ (minutes), at time *t*.$$O(n,t) = Q(n,t) \times \frac{h(t)}{15}$$The headway is divided by 15 min to account for the fact that the passenger flow is per 15-min time period. This measure is an approximation of the number of passengers onboard each train that is based on the assumptions that headways are uniform and passengers are always able to board the next arriving train. In reality, variations in headways may lead to increased crowding after longer headways, increasing the likelihood that some passengers will be left behind.

The 2017 MBTA Service Delivery Policy (SDP) ([@b0125]) provides guidelines for reliability and vehicle loads. In the 2010 MBTA SDP ([@b0120]), the maximum vehicle load was explicitly defined as 225% of seating capacity in the peak hours (start of service to 9:00 am; 1:30 pm -- 6:30 pm) and 140% of the seating capacity in other hours. The 2017 SDP notes that accurately monitoring the passenger occupancy of heavy rail transit is not yet feasible on the MBTA system. Nevertheless, the guidelines from Table B2 in the 2017 SDP are used to identify general crowding levels, recognizing that each Orange Line train is six cars long and has a total of 348 seats.

A visualization of average train occupancy for the Winter 2017 Rail Flow data is shown in the color plot in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} a. The color for each station and 15-min time interval corresponds to the value of $O(n,t)$. Since the trains have 348 seats, red parts of the plot indicate large numbers of standing passengers, with dark red indicating crowding near vehicle capacity. This figure shows that in the northbound direction, the most severe crowding occurs between Downtown Crossing and North Station shortly before 6:00 pm. Note that the crowding appears to decrease before rebounding again at 6:30 pm. This is due to the change in scheduled headway at 6:30 pm from 6 min to 10 min, which increases occupancy, as calculated in Eq. [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}.Fig. 3Inferred passenger crowding for northbound Orange Line trains (from Forest Hills to Oak Grove). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

A more detailed visualization combines transit vehicle location records and inferred origin--destination trip flows from a specific date. As mentioned already, the ODX trip flows are constructed with simplifying assumptions about passenger movements; for example, all passengers entering a station are assumed to board the first arriving train. Despite such assumptions, however, the model is valuable for many applications. The trajectories in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b are associated with the recorded arrival and departure times of train at each station. The colors are associated with the estimated train occupancy based on the inferred boardings and alightings, assuming that no passengers are left behind. The trajectory plot shows that the headways between trains can vary substantially, especially for the stations north of Downtown Crossing. Longer headways are followed by more crowded trains, because more passengers have arrived to board since the previous train. The occurrence of left-behind passengers would make actual train occupancies slightly lower for the trains following long headways. Those left-behind passengers would then be waiting to board the next train, thereby increasing the occupancy on one or more subsequent trains.

Tracking the average number of passengers onboard trains provides an indicator for the likelihood of passengers being left behind, because full trains leave little room for additional passengers to board. During the most crowded times of the day, it is also useful to look at the numbers of passengers boarding and alighting trains at each station. Passengers are most likely to be left behind at stations where trains arrive with high occupancy, few passengers alight, and many more passengers wait to board. By this measure, North Station in the afternoon peak appears to be an ideal candidate for observing left behind passengers. Using the same method for the southbound direction, Sullivan Square station was identified as an ideal candidate location for data collection in the morning peak. Other candidate stations include Back Bay, Chinatown and Wellington stations.

4.2. Station geometry and camera views {#s0055}
--------------------------------------

In addition to identifying stations with the greatest likelihood of passengers getting left behind crowded trains, the stations that are selected for detailed analysis should also have characteristics that are amenable to successful testing of video surveillance counting methods. There are a variety of station layouts and architectures that contribute complicating factors to the analysis of left behind passengers, and the goal of this study is to identify the potential for the adopted detection method under the best possible conditions. Ideal conditions for the proposed analysis are:•Dedicated Platform for Line and Direction of Interest -- In this case, all passengers on a platform are waiting for the same train, so any passenger that does not board can be counted as being left behind. In the case of an island platform, observed passengers may be waiting for trains arriving on either track. In the MBTA system, more than half of the station platforms for heavy rail rapid transit in the city center (the most crowded part of the system) meet this criterion.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}•High Quality Camera Views -- Surveillance cameras vary in age, quality, and placement throughout the MBTA system. Newer cameras have higher definition video feeds. The quality of the view is also affected by lighting conditions, especially at above-ground station where sunlight and shadows can affect the clarity of the images.•Platform Coverage of Camera Views -- The surveillance systems are designed to provide views of the entire platform area for security purposes. In some stations, the locations of columns obfuscate the views, requiring more cameras to provide this coverage.Surveillance camera views were considered from five stations on the Orange Line (Back Bay, Chinatown, North Station, Sullivan Square, and Wellington) that were identified through crowding analysis as candidate stations. Ultimately, North Station was selected as the study site for the northbound direction afternoon peak period because the station exhibits consistent crowding and the geometry provided good camera views. Samples of the camera views from this station are shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 4Selected camera views from North Station, Orange Line, Northbound direction.

5. Manual data collection {#s0060}
=========================

Manual observations on the platform needed to be collected to establish a ground truth against which to compare alternative methods for measuring and estimating the number of passengers left behind crowded trains. Detailed data collection at North Station was conducted during afternoon peak hours (3:30--6:30 pm) on midweek days during non-holiday weeks (Wednesday, November 15, 2017, and Wednesday, January 31, 2018). Three observers worked simultaneously on the station platform to record observations.

5.1. Train door opening and closing times {#s0065}
-----------------------------------------

Although Train-Tracking Records (TTR) report the times that each train enters the track circuit associated with a station, there is no automated record of the precise times that doors open and close. Since passengers can only board and alight trains while the doors are open, recording these times manually is important for identifying when passengers board trains, when they are left behind, the precise dwell time in the station, and the precise headway between trains. Each of the three observers recorded the times of doors opening and closing. The average of these observations is considered the true value.

A simple linear regression model shows that observed dwell times (time from doors opening to doors closing) can be accurately estimated from automatic records of TTR arrival and departure times associated with each station. [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows the data and regression results combining manual counts for November 15, 2017 and January 31, 2018. There is no systematic difference between records from different days, and the $R^{2}$ is greater than 0.9, indicating a good fit.Fig. 5Regression model to estimate dwell time from Train-Tracking Records (TTR).

5.2. Number of passengers left behind {#s0070}
-------------------------------------

Each observer counted the number of passengers left behind on the station platforms after the train doors closed. In order to avoid double-counting, each observer was responsible for observing passengers in a two-car segment of the six-car train (front, middle, and back). Some judgement was necessary in determining which passengers to count, because some passengers linger on the platform after alighting the train and some choose to wait for a later train even when there is clearly space available to board. The goal of the left-behind passenger count is to measure the number of passengers that are left behind due to crowding within $\pm 2$ passengers of the true number.

5.3. Number of passengers waiting on platform {#s0075}
---------------------------------------------

In addition to counting the number of passengers left behind by crowded trains, it is important for model calibration to get an accurate count of the number of passengers waiting to board each arriving train. Given the large number of commuters using the heavy rail system during commuting hours, it is not possible to accurately count this total number of passengers in person.

Surveillance video feeds of escalators, stairs, and elevators used to access the platform of interest were used to manually count the number of passengers entering and exiting the platform offline. Specifically, an open-source software tool was used to track passenger movements by logging keystrokes to the video timestamp during playback ([@b0010]). Counts were conducted by watching the surveillance video playback of each entry and exit point from the platform and logging the entry and exit of each individual passenger. The resulting data log records the time (to the nearest second) that each passenger entered and exited the platform. Since the platforms of interest serve only one train line in one direction, all entering passengers are assumed to wait to board the next train, and all exiting passengers are assumed to have alighted the previous train. Combining these counts with the direct observations of the number of passengers left behind each time the doors close provides an accurate estimate of the number of passengers that were successfully able to board each train. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the cumulative numbers of passengers entering the platform (blue curve) and boarding the trains (orange curve). The steps in the orange curve correspond to the times that the train doors close. If passengers are assumed to arrive onto the platform and board trains in first-in-first-out (FIFO) order, the red arrow represents the waiting time that is experienced by the respective passenger, which is estimated as the difference between the arrival and the boarding time.Fig. 6Cumulative number of passengers entering the platform and boarding vehicles, North Station, November 15, 2017.

A timeseries of the actual number of passengers waiting on the platform is constructed by counting the cumulative arrivals of passengers to the platform over time and assuming that all passengers board departing trains except those that are observed to be left behind. This ground truth for data collected on November 15, 2017, is shown in blue in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} . The sawtooth pattern shows the growing number of passengers on the platform as time elapses from the previous train. The drops correspond to the times when doors close. At these times, the platform count usually drops to zero. When passengers are left behind, the timeseries drops to the number of left behind passengers. One such case is illustrated with the red arrow just before 17:30 in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 7Timeseries of passengers on platform from manual counts, North Station, November 15, 2017.

6. Automated detection of passengers on platforms in video feeds {#s0080}
================================================================

6.1. Calibration of parameters {#s0085}
------------------------------

The YOLO algorithm uses pattern recognition to identify objects in an image. The COCO training dataset was used to define the object detection parameters in YOLO, as described in Section [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}. A threshold for certainty can also be calibrated to adjust the number of identified objects in a specific frame. If the threshold is set too high, the algorithm will fail to recognize some objects that do not adequately match the training dataset. If the threshold is set too low, the algorithm will falsely identify objects that are not really present. In order to identify the optimal threshold, frames from 14 camera views were analyzed. Each frame was analyzed separately for threshold values ranging from $6\%$ to $25\%$ to determine the optimal threshold value in relation to a manual count of passengers visible in the frame. The optimal threshold across all camera views is $7\%$, which minimizes the mean squared error between YOLO and manual counts as shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} . [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} shows the identified objects at each threshold level for the same frame from a camera installed in North Station.Table 1Passenger count errors for YOLO thresholds.ThresholdMean ErrorMean Squared Error$25\%$6.8262.0$20\%$5.8243.7$15\%$4.5928.5$10\%$3.0614.1$9\%$2.238.0$8\%$1.354.6$7\%$0.121.2$6\%$−1.536.8Fig. 8Effect of threshold values on object detection in a sample video frame, North Station.

6.2. Raw video counts {#s0090}
---------------------

The input for YOLO is a set of frames, each of which are analyzed independently to detect objects. The algorithm runs quickly enough to analyze each frame in less than one second, so the surveillance video feeds are sampled at one frame per second to allow YOLO to run faster than real time. Although the analysis for this paper was conducted off line, it would be possible to implement the algorithm in real time.

The output from YOLO is a text file that lists the objects detected for each frame and the bounding box for the object within the image. A time series count of passengers on the platform is simply the number of "person" objects identified in the corresponding frames from each sample video feed. [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} a shows the raw passenger counts on the platform at North Station for the time period from 5:00 pm -- 6:30 pm on November 15, 2017. Although there are noisy fluctuations, there is a clear pattern of increasing passenger counts until door opening times (green). A surge of passenger counts while doors are open (between green and red) represents the passengers alighting the train and exiting the platform. Passenger counts drop off dramatically following the door closing time (red), except in cases that passengers are left behind. For example, the third train in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}a arrives after a long headway and shows roughly nine passengers left behind.Fig. 9Raw and smoothed passenger counts from video, North Station, 5:00 pm--6:30 pm, November 15, 2017.

To facilitate analysis of the automatic passenger counts from the surveillance videos, it is useful to work with a smoothed time series of passenger counts. Using a smoothing window of $\pm 10$ seconds, the smoothed series is shown in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}b. This smoothed time series is more suitable for a local search to identify the minimum passenger count following each door closing time. This represents the count of left-behind passengers identified through the automated object detection process.

6.3. Accuracy of detected left behind passengers {#s0095}
------------------------------------------------

The smoothed video counts from the three surveillance camera feeds used to monitor the northbound Orange Line platform at North Station are shown as the green curve in [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} . The automated passenger counting algorithm clearly undercounts the total number of passengers on the platform. The reason for this large discrepancy is that the algorithm can only identify people in the foreground of the images, where each person is large. Therefore, the available camera views do not actually provide complete coverage of the platform for automated counting purposes. Furthermore, when conditions get very crowded, it becomes more difficult to identify separate bodies within the large mass of people.Fig. 10Automated passenger counts from surveillance video, North Station, November 15, 2017.

The problem of undercounting aside, it is clear that the automated counts generate a pattern that is representative of the total number of passengers on the platform. Using regression, the smoothed timeseries can be linearly transformed into a scaled timeseries (the orange curve in [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}), which minimizes the squared error compared with the manually counted timeseries. Using this scaling method, the data from November 15, 2017, were used to compare estimated counts of left-behind passengers in the peak periods with the directly observed values. This provides a measure of the accuracy of automated video counts. The total number of left-behind passengers estimated by this method is presented in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} , where the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is calculated by comparing the number of passengers left-behind each time the train doors close.Table 2Accuracy of video counts of left-behind passengers, North Station, 3:30--6:30 pm, November 15, 2017Left-Behind PassengersRMSEManual Observation198Unscaled Video Count7316.7Scaled Video Count33611.9

The scaling process, which makes the blue and orange curves in [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} match as closely as possible, results in substantially overcounted left behinds, because the scaling factor tends to over-inflate the counts when there are few passengers on the platform. As a direct measurement method, automated video counting is not satisfactory, at least as implemented with YOLO. However, [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} shows a clear relationship between the video counts and passengers being left behind on station platforms, so there is potential to use the video feed as an explanatory variable in a model to estimate the likelihood of passengers being unable to board a train.

7. Modeling left-behind passengers {#s0100}
==================================

In order to improve the accuracy of estimates of the number of passengers left behind on subway platforms, a logistic regression model is formulated to estimate the probability that each passenger is left behind based on explanatory variables that can be collected automatically. A logistic regression is used to estimate the number of passengers left behind by way of estimating the probability that each waiting passenger is left behind, because the logistic function has properties that are more amenable to this application. Since passengers are only left behind when platforms and trains are very crowded, a linear regression has a tendency to provide many negative estimates of left behind passengers, which are physically impossible. The binary logit model, by contrast is intended for estimating the probability that one of two possible outcomes is realized (e.g., a passenger is either left behind or not left behind). The estimated probability from a logit model is always between 0 and 1, so the resulting estimate of the number of left-behind passengers is always non-negative and cannot exceed the total number of waiting passengers.

For estimation of the logistic regression, each passenger is represented as a separate observation, and all passengers waiting for the same departing train are associated with the same set of explanatory variables. Over the course of a 3-h rush period, there are typically about 30 trains serving North Station, serving 1,500 to 3,000 passengers per period, and leaving behind well over 100 passengers. Logistic regression models are generally expected to give stable estimates when the data set for fitting includes at least 10 observations for each outcome, so there is sufficient data to estimate parameters for a model that is structured this way.

The logistic function defines the probability that a passenger is left behind by$$P(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{- (\beta_{0} + \mathbf{\beta}\mathbf{x})}}$$where $\mathbf{x}$ is a vector of explanatory variables, $\mathbf{\beta}$ is a vector of estimated coefficients for the explanatory variables, and $\beta_{0}$ is an estimated alternative-specific constant. The estimation of the model can be thought of as identifying the values of $\beta_{0}$ and $\mathbf{\beta}$ that best fit the observed outcomes$$y = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{1,\beta_{0} + \mathbf{\beta}\mathbf{x} + \in > 0} \\
{0,\mathit{else}} \\
\end{array} \right)$$where $y = 1$ corresponds to a passenger being left behind, and $y = 0$ corresponds to a passenger successfully boarding.

The underlying assumption in this formulation is that the likelihood of being left behind can be expressed in terms of a linear combination of explanatory variables and a random error term, $\in$, which is logistically distributed. The explanatory variables that are considered in this study are as follows:1.Dwell time (time from door opening to door closing) or difference of TTR arrival and departure times2.Video count of passengers on platform following doors closing

These explanatory variables can all be monitored automatically, without manual observations. Video counts of passengers on the platform following doors closing are obtained from the object detection process described above. Although dwell time is an appropriate explanatory variable because doors stay open longer when trains are crowded, the dwell time is not directly reported in archived databases. As demonstrated in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, observed dwell times can be accurately estimated from automatic records of TTR arrival and departure times. This leads to using TTR reported values of difference between train arrival and departure instead of dwell times for the model development. Since these are essentially the same explanatory variable, we call this difference "dwell time" for the remainder of the paper.

7.1. Model estimation {#s0105}
---------------------

Initially, three models were estimated, making use of only TTR data (Model 1), only video counts (Model 2), and then fused TTR and video counts (Model 3). The data from November 15, 2017, were used to develop these models. The number of passengers waiting on the platform (as described in Section [5.3](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}) are used to determine the number of observations for estimating the parameters of the logit model. In total, 2167 passengers boarded arriving trains at North Station during the rush period and 198 of them were left behind. This leads to a sample size of 2365 passengers for the logistic models.

Models 1 and 2 are simple logistic regressions, each with only one independent variable. Neither model has influential values (i.e., values that, if removed, would improve the fit of the model). Model 3 uses both TTR data and video counts, so it is important to diagnose the model's fit, especially with respect to the assumptions of the logistics regression. First, multicollinearity of explanatory variables should be low. The correlation between dwell time and video count is $- 0.643$ and the variance inflation factor is 1.7, both indicating that the magnitude of multicollinearity is not too high. Second, no influential values were identified. Third, the logistic regression is based on the assumption that there is a linear relationship between each explanatory variable and the logit of the response, $\log\left( {p/\left( {1 - p} \right)} \right)$, where *p* represents the probabilities of the response. [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} shows that dwell time is approximately linear with the logit response, while there is somewhat more variability with respect to the video counts. Neither plot suggests that there is a systematic mis-specification of the model.Fig. 11Linearity of explanatory variables with respect to logit, Model 3.

A summary of the estimated model coefficients and fit statistics is presented in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} . The log likelihood is a measure of how well the estimated probability of a passenger being left behind matches the observations. The null log likelihood is associated with no model at all (every passenger is assigned a $50\%$ chance of being left behind), and values closer to zero indicate a better fit. The $\rho^{2}$ value is a related measure of model fit, with values closer to 1 indicating a better model.Table 3Logistic regression model parameters, North Station, November 2017.ParameterModel 1Model 2Model 3Valuep-statValuep-statValuep-statConstant for Left-Behind−100.00−4.180.00−7.570.00Dwell Time (sec)0.09030.000.04870.00Video Count0.3700.000.2320.00Null Log Likelihood, $\mathit{LL}_{0}$−1639.29−1639.29−1639.29Model Log Likelihood, *LL*−551.94−533.28−514.43$\rho^{2}$0.6630.6750.686AIC1107.91070.61034.9

For all three models, the estimated coefficients have the expected signs and magnitudes. The positive coefficients for dwell time and video counts indicate a positive relationship with the probability of having left-behind passengers, which is intuitive. In order to compare models, the likelihood ratio statistic is used to determine whether the improvement of one model is statistically significant compared to another. The likelihood ratio test statistic is calculated by comparing the log likelihood of the restricted model (with fewer explanatory variables) to the unrestricted model (with more explanatory variables):$$D = 2(\mathit{LL}_{\mathit{unrestricted}} - \mathit{LL}_{\mathit{restricted}})$$Comparing Model 1 (restricted) to Model 3 (unrestricted), one additional variable in Model 3, indicates one degree of freedom, which requires $D > 3.84$ to reject the null hypothesis at the 0.05 significance level. Comparison between Models 1 and 3 gives $D = 75.02$, indicating that Model 3 provides a significant improvement over Model 1 by adding video counts. Comparison between Models 1 and 2 gives $D = 37.7$, which is also a significant improvement. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is an additional model fit statistic that weighs the log likelihood against the complexity of the model. Although Model 3 has more parameters, the AIC is greater than for Model 1 or Model 2, indicating that the improved log likelihood justifies the inclusion of both TTR and video count data.

7.2. Model validation {#s0110}
---------------------

### 7.2.1. Number of passengers left behind {#s0115}

The logistic regression provides an estimate of the probability that passengers are left behind each time the train doors close. In order to translate this probability into a passenger count, the estimated number of passengers waiting on the platform from the scaled video count is used as an estimate of the number of passengers waiting to board. [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} shows the validation results when the models were applied to data collected on January 31, 2018, for North Station. The scaling factor used for the number of passengers waiting on the platform is estimated from November 15, 2017 data. Considering the estimated number of left behind passengers for each train separately, it is observed that these models achieve higher accuracy when there are a few passengers left behind. Overall, Model 1 exhibits error of only 3.3% since it estimates that 116 passengers are left behind in total when 120 passengers were observed to be left behind. Model 3 gives a lower estimate of 100 passengers being left behind, which leads to an error of approximately 17%.Table 4Validation of probability and count of left behind passengers, North Station, January 31, 2018.TrainManual CountUnscaled VideoScaled VideoModel 1Model 3Prob.CountCountCountProb.CountProb.Count1$6.5\%$217$3.2\%$2$2.2\%$22$0.0\%$0215$1.0\%$0$1.5\%$03$0.0\%$0215$0.4\%$0$0.9\%$04$0.0\%$017$0.8\%$0$1.1\%$15$0.0\%$000$0.3\%$0$0.5\%$06$0.0\%$000$0.7\%$0$0.8\%$07$0.0\%$000$0.6\%$0$0.7\%$08$0.0\%$0215$1.2\%$1$1.7\%$19$0.0\%$0215$2.1\%$1$2.2\%$110$0.0\%$017$0.6\%$0$0.9\%$011$15.2\%$23215$18.2\%$27$7.4\%$1112$0.0\%$017$1.2\%$1$1.3\%$113$0.0\%$017$2.1\%$1$1.8\%$114$0.0\%$0215$0.8\%$0$1.3\%$015$14.4\%$24322$15.6\%$19$8.4\%$1016$5.8\%$5430$7.0\%$6$6.6\%$617$14.6\%$19322$19.5\%$24$9.6\%$1218$10.6\%$141077$18.2\%$20$33.9\%$3719$8.7\%$9322$6.4\%$3$5.1\%$220$2.4\%$1430$0.9\%$0$2.3\%$121$3.5\%$4322$3.8\%$3$3.8\%$322$3.0\%$3215$1.7\%$1$2.0\%$223$0.0\%$017$0.8\%$0$1.0\%$024$0.0\%$0322$0.8\%$0$1.6\%$125$0.0\%$0322$1.1\%$1$2.0\%$226$2.7\%$2215$2.7\%$1$2.5\%$127$6.7\%$7215$3.2\%$3$2.8\%$228$3.6\%$2322$0.5\%$0$1.3\%$129$3.6\%$217$0.8\%$0$1.0\%$030$2.7\%$3215$2.5\%$2$2.4\%$2  Total12066490116100MAE3.512.91.52.8RMSE6.517.62.45.8

As shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, direct video counts (unscaled and scaled) do not provide accurate estimates of the total numbers of passengers left behind without some additional modeling. The unscaled video counts underestimate the total, while the scaled video counts overestimate the total. The logistic regression provides much better results. Although there are some discrepancies for specific train departures, the estimated numbers of passengers left behind are not significantly biased and the total number of passengers left behind during the three-hour rush period is similar to the manually counted total.

The logistic regressions estimate the probability of a passenger being left behind using only the explanatory variables listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. However, the estimated number of left behind passengers is calculated by multiplying the probability by the scaled video count of passengers on the platform at the time the doors opened, as estimated from the TTR data. Therefore, the estimated number of passengers left behind with Model 1 and Model 3 rely only on TTR data that is currently being logged and supplemented by automated counts of passengers in existing surveillance video feeds. The models therefore utilize explanatory variables that are monitored automatically, and they can be deployed for continuous tracking of left behind passengers without needing additional manual counts.

The logistic models could actually perform even better if there were a way to obtain a more accurate count of the number of passengers waiting for a train. During the morning peak period, the count of farecards entering outlying stations can provide a good estimate for the number of passengers waiting to board each inbound train. This is more challenging at a transfer station, like North Station, in which many passengers are transferring from other lines. In some cases, strategically placed passenger counters could provide useful data. Nevertheless, [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} presents the performance of the developed logistic regression models if their estimated probabilities are multiplied by the actual number of passengers on the platform instead of the estimated number as in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. This reveals the value of more accurate data, because Model 3 decreases its error compared to [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. Model 3 in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} estimates 122 passengers being left behind in the afternoon rush on the observed date when the previous estimate was 100, which is a reduction of error from 17% to 2% for this model compared to the 120 observed left behind passengers.Table 5Validating count of left behind passengers using actual number on platform, North Station, January 31, 2018.MeasuredModel 1Model 2Model 3Number of left behind passengers120137102122MAE1.54.12.8RMSE2.68.66.5

### 7.2.2. Occurrence of a train leaving behind passengers {#s0120}

Another way to evaluate the performance of the developed models is to consider whether or not trains that leave behind passengers can be distinguished from trains that allow all passengers to board. Through the course of data collection and analysis, the number of passengers being left behind because of overcrowding can only be reliably observed within approximately $\pm 2$ passengers. The reason for this is that sometimes people choose not to board a train for reasons other than crowding, and one or two passengers left on the platform did not appear to be consistent with problematic crowding conditions.

If a train is defined to be leaving behind passengers when more than 2 passengers are left behind, the results presented in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} can be reinterpreted to evaluate each method by four measures:1.*Number of Trains Leaving Behind Passengers*: The number of trains in a time period that leave behind passengers due to overcrowding.2.*Correct Identification Rate*: The percent of trains that are correctly classified as leaving behind passengers or not leaving behind passengers, as compared to the manual count. This value should be as close to 1 as possible.3.*Detection Rate*: The percent of departing trains that were manually observed to leave behind passengers that are also flagged as such by the estimation method. This value should be as close to 1 as possible.4.*False Detection Rate*: The percent of departing trains that are estimated to leave behind passengers but have not, according to manual observations. This value should be as close to 0 as possible.

There is an important distinction to make here, because there are two ways that the model to identify trains leaving behind passengers can be used:(a)to estimate the number of trains that leave behind passengers, in which case we only care about measure 1; or(b)to identify which specific trains are leaving behind passengers, in which case measures 2 through 4 are important.

Depending on how the data will be used, application (a) or (b) may be more relevant. For example, application (a) provides an aggregate measure of the number of trains leaving behind passengers. Application (b), on the other hand, is what would be needed to get toward a real-time system for identifying (even predicting) left-behind passengers.

A comparison of the four measures is presented in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} for the 30 trains that departed North Station between 3:30 pm and 6:30 pm on January 31, 2018. Unscaled video counts provide a good estimate of the number of trains that leave behind passengers (measure 1), but suffer from a low detection rate and high false detection rate. Scaled video counts are poor estimators for the occurrence of left-behind passengers because they are high enough to trigger too many false detections. The modeled estimates both perform well in approaching the actual number of trains leaving behind passengers. Model 3 has the best performance for measures 2 through 4. It never falsely identifies a train as leaving behind passengers, and it correctly detects most occurrences of passengers being left behind. Like the count estimates above, both Model 1 and Model 3 rely on the scaled video counts to estimate the number of passengers waiting on the platform when the train doors open, so a fusion of TTR records and automated video counts provide the most reliable measures.Table 6Validation of estimated occurrence of left-behinds, North Station, January 31, 2018.Manual CountUnscaled VideoScaled VideoModel 1Model 3Total Departing Trains3030303030Trains Leaving Behind Passengers10102786Correct Identification Rate0.770.370.900.93Detection Rate0.2510.800.80False Detection Rate0.330.700.050

### 7.2.3. Distribution of experienced waiting times {#s0125}

Another application of the model is to consider the distribution of waiting times implied by the estimated probabilities that passengers are left behind each departing train. From the direct manual counts, a cumulative count of passengers arriving onto the platform and of passengers boarding trains provides a timeseries count of the number of passengers on the platform. If passengers are assumed to board trains in the same order that they enter the platform, the system follows a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue discipline. Although it is certainly not true that passengers follow FIFO order in all cases, this assumption allows the cumulative count curves to be converted into estimated waiting times for each individual passenger. The FIFO assumption yields the minimum possible waiting time that each passenger could experience, and the waiting time for each passenger can be represented graphically by the horizontal distance between the cumulative number of passengers entering the platform and boarding trains (see [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} for data from November 15, 2017). The yellow curve in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"} a represents the cumulative distribution of waiting times that are implied by the observed numbers of passengers entering the platform if all passengers on the platform are assumed to be able to board the next departing train. We call this the *expected* waiting time. The blue curve in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}a is the cumulative distribution of waiting times if the number of left-behind passengers are accounted for when trains are too crowded to board. We call this the *observed* waiting time, because it reflects direct observation of passengers waiting on the platform using manual counts. The distribution indicates the percentage of passengers that wait less than the published headway for a train departure, which is the reliability metric used by the MBTA. For the Orange Line during peak hours, the published headway is 6 min (360 s). Currently, the MBTA is only able to track the expected wait time as a performance metric. The difference between the yellow and blue curves indicates that failing to account for left-behind passengers leads to overestimation of the reliability of the system.Fig. 12Distribution of passenger wait times, North Station January 31, 2018.

The models developed in this study provide the estimated probability that a passenger is left behind each time the train doors close. In the absence of additional passenger count data, a constant arrival rate is assumed over the course of the rush period, the door closing times from TTR and the probability of passengers being left behind from Model 3 can be used to estimate the cumulative passenger boardings onto trains over time. Under the same FIFO assumptions described above, the distribution of experienced waiting times can be estimated based on train-tracking and video counts. By this process a cumulative distribution of waiting times is estimated using probabilities from Model 3 is shown as a red curve in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}b, which we call the *uniform arrivals* modeled wait time. [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} includes the values of experienced waiting times for the observed, the expected, and the modeled distributions. This table also shows how the accuracy of estimating waiting times can be improved if we consider the actual arrival rate under the same assumptions used to develop the *uniform arrivals* modeled wait time. We call this distribution the *actual arrivals* modeled wait time. The Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) is used to measure the difference between the observed distribution and the expected, uniform arrivals and actual arrivals modeled distributions ([@b0155]). As shown in [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}, the EMD for the expected case is much higher than the EMD for the modeled cases, which indicates that the proposed model reduces errors.Table 7Comparison of distributions of passengers wait time (seconds), North Station, January 31, 2018.CumulativeObservedExpectedUniform Arrival ModelActual Arrival ModelProbabilityValueValueAbs.ErrorValueAbs.ErrorValueAbs.Error000011000.1443594844730.28169128658430.311810315123511910.416214022161116200.520718819201621140.625423618245926060.729428113301730170.836934425367237890.94574441346474681116936930716236941  MAE13.276.364.09EMD49.3828.5717.97

The modeled distributions of waiting times closely approximate the observed distribution. This suggests that the estimated probabilities of passengers being left behind each departing train are consistent with the overall passenger experience. The percentage of passengers experiencing waiting times lower or equal to the 6 min published headway is $79\%$ for both the observed and *uniform arrivals* model curve, and $77\%$ for the *actual arrivals* model curve. The automated count of left behind passengers provides a close approximation of the actual service reliability when applied to the independent data collected on January 31, 2018. The expected distribution, which does not account for left-behind passengers produces an estimate of $81\%$ of passengers waiting less than 6 min. The expected distribution overestimates the reliability of the system by failing to account for the waiting time that left-behind passengers experience.

8. Conclusions {#s0130}
==============

This paper presents a method for measuring passengers that are left behind overcrowded trains in transit stations without records of exiting passengers. A study performed by [@b0130] also addresses this challenging case using manual video counts to calibrate the developed models. The methodology proposed in this paper uses archived data with automatic video counts as inputs to estimate the total number of left behind passengers during peak demand periods. The automatic video counts are obtained through the implementation of image processing tools. This paper presents an investigation of the effects of accounting for left behind passengers on the estimation of the current reliability metric used by the MBTA, the experienced waiting times.

Following a preliminary study of crowding conditions on the MBTA's Orange Line, data collection and analysis focused specifically on northbound trains at North Station during the afternoon peak hours. Data was collected on two typical weekdays and confirmed that overcrowding is a common problem, even on days without disruptions to service. This is an indication that the system is operating very near capacity, and even small fluctuations in headways lead to overcrowded trains that result in left-behind passengers.

This study specifically investigated the potential for measuring the number of left-behind passengers using existing data sources and automated passenger counts derived from existing surveillance video feeds. The analysis of automated passenger counts was based on the implementation of a fast, open-source algorithm called You Only Look Once (YOLO) using existing training sets that identify people as well as other objects. The performance is fast enough that frames from surveillance video feeds could potentially be analyzed in real time.

Although video counts were not accurate in isolation, the development of models to use automated video counts with automated train-tracking records (Model 3) demonstrated good results for different applications. In predicting the number of trains leaving behind passengers, the developed models can correctly identify whether or not passengers were left behind for $93\%$ of the trains. The number of passengers that are left behind during the afternoon rush period can be estimated within 17$\%$ of their actual number using only automated video counts and automatically collected train tracking records. With actual counts of the numbers of passengers on the station platform at each train arrival the model can predict the number of left behind passengers with 2% of the actual number. Furthermore, the modeled distribution of experienced waiting times reduced the total EMD error by more than 50$\%$ compared to the error of the operator's expected distribution, where left-behind passengers are not considered. This highlights the need of accounting for left-behind passengers when tracking the system's reliability metrics.

There are a number of ways that this study could be extended. One approach would be to implement and evaluate the developed models over more days. In terms of passenger flow data, the ODX model has some known drawbacks given existing limitations, such as lack of tap-out farecard data or passenger counters on trains. In systems without these limitations, the developed models could achieve higher accuracy. The methodology presented here could also be combined with the previous study by [@b0130] in order to improve the overall process for estimating left behind passengers in subway systems without tap-out. Comparing the two studies, [@b0130] achieves higher accuracy for very crowded conditions, whereas our method performs better when there are few passengers left behind. The automated object detection presented in our study could also be combined with the model proposed by [@b0130] as part of its real-time implementation in case of special events where real-time AFC is not available. In the area of image processing, a number of steps could be taken to improve the accuracy of video counts and extend the feasibility to more challenging station environments. Suggested approaches include comparing the algorithm with other fast and accurate video detection algorithms and training the algorithm to detect heads rather than whole bodies. Although there are limitations to any single data source, the potential for improving performance metrics through data fusion and modeling continues to grow.
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